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02 Hours
DED 3O?2 BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

01) t,The environment of any organrzation is the aggregate of all conditions' events and

in{luences that surround and affect it.''

a. .oBusiness is the product of environment". Explain. Also discuss the relationship

between business and environment'

b. state and ;;rt the intemal factors constituting business environment'

c.Distinguishbetween.,Micro,,and..Ivlacro,,businessenvironment.

d. what are the tools used in the environmenfal analysis? Briefly describe them'

(5 X 4=20 Marks)

02) A Multi National Enterprise (ivINE) is a business entity which conducts business

operations io oarious oierations in various countries with its subsidiaries and

affiliates.

What are the characteristics of MNEs? Describe them'

Expiain the imPortance of MNEs'

Briefly discuss the advantages and disadvantages of $NEs'

What is the role played by MNiEs in today's internatiortal business scenario?

(5 X 4=20 Marks)

Whatis..Globalizatiorr,,?ExplainthespecialfeatrrresofGlobalization.

what are the factors affecting the Globalization? Briefly discuss about the impact

a.

b.

c.

d.

03)

a.

b.

of Globalization.
What is the imPortance

Rights in Sri Lanka'

of Consumer Protection? Discuss about the Consumer

d. What are the functions of a Consumer Protection AgencY?

(5 X 4=20 Marks)



04)

b.

c.

d.

What do you understand by "Business Social Responsibility" (BSR)? How this can

be used to improve the business environment?

Explain the importance of Social Responsibilify of business.

Explain how the business in an organization can be regulated with regard to the

organization's basic objectives.

Explain the concept of Unemployment. Describe in detail the causes and remedies of

unemployment.
(5X4=24 Marla)

05) Write short notes on the following:

a. Consumers Affairs Authority (CAA)

b. Porter's Five Force Model

c. Business Ethics

d. Fiscal and Monetary policy

(5 X 4=20 Marls)


